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STAINLESS STEEL MIRRORS

M5300
SNAP FRAMED STAINLESS
STEEL MIRROR

M5100
SECURITY ALL
STAINLESS MIRROR

M5400
MASONITE BACKED
STAINLESS MIRROR

Combines the M1100 snap
frame and the M5200 flat
stainless mirror. Provides a theft
proof framed, unbreakable
mirror. Mirror can be replaced in
the field.

Frameless one piece mirror with a
snap design installation. No visible
mounting. Welded corners
3/4” (19mm) depth reinforced
backing. Theft resistant. Mounts to
standard M1100 back plate.

1/4” (6mm) return and concealed
1/4” (6mm) masonite backing provides more rigidity. Tamper proof
screws are provided upon request for
face mounting through 3/16” (5mm)
pre-punched holes.

M5200
FLAT STAINLESS MIRROR
Low cost option where installer will
provide edge molding to cover and
protect user from sheared raw
edges. Not recommended as an
unframed mirror. Mounts through
face with screws or with adhesive.
Tamper proof screws supplied

Meek stainless steel mirrors are widely used in prisons, mental institutions and rest areas. They are a non breakable reflective surface for areas
with a high risk of vandalism. All are Type 304, 18 gauge (1.16mm) No.8 architectural grade finish. Protected during shipment with PVC covering.
No.8 stainless mirror differs in optic quality from mirror glass. Images have some distortion and lack of clarity of mirror glass.

GUARANTEE: Meek Mirrors gives a one year guarantee on all of their products against defects in workmanship and material.
SPECIFICATION: Product shall be Model M5300, M5100, M5400 or M5200 as manufactured by Meek Mirrors - Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Above data is applicable to productions as of the date of this technical data sheet. The manufacturer reserves the right to make
changes in design without formal notice.
Product made in the USA.

